As 2021 draws to a close, it is a good time to reflect on our accomplishments and celebrate the successes of the past year. We are pleased to share some of our key achievements with you.

**AB 818**
CASA sponsored wipes legislation (AB 818) that was signed by the governor.

**Member Retention**
CASA maintained a 99% member renewal rate, welcomed two new agency members and nine new associate members.

**Events**
CASA hosted a virtual winter conference, in-person annual conference, advanced technology seminars, advanced treatment workshop and much more!

**Allocated for Wastewater**
CASA advocated for significant state funds dedicated to wastewater in this year’s budget.

**New Programming**
CASA launched a Leadership, Education, Advancement, and Development program which included a new professional development Listserv and mentorship program.

**Communications**
CASA developed a host of materials and fact sheets to support our members in public outreach.

**Arrearages Program**
CASA secured nearly $1 billion in funding for water and wastewater agencies to help address shortages due to the pandemic.

**Regulatory Advocacy**
CASA staff monitored dozens of regulatory meetings and submitted countless regulatory comment letters and testimony.

**Committees and Workgroups**
CASA has nine committees and workgroups that collectively met and collaborated over 50 times.

**Wastewater Based Epidemiology**
CASA hosted several workshops and initiatives related to wastewater based epidemiology.

If you want to learn more about any of these programs visit our website: casaweb.org